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How to implement the multiple inheritance of interfaces
in Java I am trying to write a card game where, given a
card and a player, each card and player needs to
perform an action. The actions can be defined by a
interface. My issue is that I need to give the player and
the card a method that invokes the correct action. For
example, the card needs to know how to play the game,
and the player needs to know how to play a card. The
cards can be played by a number of players, and the
players can also be in different groups, such that a
group of players can be the players for a specific card.
The player information is defined by an enum. How can
I define this? I want the action, on the card, to be the
generic type that can be used with all players, and the
actions on the player should be used with the group of
players that the card belongs to. Here is an example of
the actions that I want: public interface CardAction { //
Specific to the Action void execute(); } public interface
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PlayerAction { // Specific to the Action void execute(); }
public class Card implements CardAction, PlayerAction
{ // Card specific methods // action void execute() { //
Action specific methods // ... } // Player action void
execute() { // Player specific methods // ... } } public
class Player { // player specific methods // ... } public
enum PlayerGroup { // Players that play a specific card
PLAYER1,
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